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AMISH COUNTRY SECRETSÂ When widowed doctor Ella Jacobsen is attacked and left for dead in

her children's clinic, the peace she's found in Georgia's Amish country is shattered. Someone is

after something in her clinic and wants her out of the way&#133;but what are they looking for? Ella

knows only that her life is in the hands of army special agent Zach Swain. Zach can't resist the

vulnerable but headstrong Ella, who stares down danger to care for the people she loves. With one

look, the loner soldier goes from investigator to protector. To save Ella, he must uncover the secrets

that swirl around the idyllic community. And he needs to do it fast, because Ella is running out of

time.
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Debby Giusti did it again. I noted in a previous review that Giustiâ€™s suspense novels are hard to

put down, and her newest, Plain Truth, is no exception. A childrenâ€™s clinic doesnâ€™t seem a

likely backdrop for chills and thrills but Giusti delivers those chills early and often in Plain Truth,

while also weaving in Amish customs and traditions, as well as medical research and clinical trials. I



was quickly caught-up in the action as Dr. Ella Jacobsen and army special agent Zach Swain

search for the person trying to harm Ella, and along the way find their own happily-ever-after. Loved

this book!

This is the next book in the Military Investigations Series. I love Debby's books so I was thrilled

when I received this one in the mail. This book is well written, fast paced, and full of adventure.

You'll love it. I love that she always weaves her faith throughout the story much like a tapestry.Dr.

Ella Jacobsen has moved to a small Amish Community after she is widowed. Wanting to start over

she opens a small clinic to help the Amish children. She is attacked in her clinic and is left for dead.

Someone is looking for something but what could they want? Her life is now in the hands of a

stranger.Army Special Agent Zach Swain becomes the protector of the beautiful widow. How can he

keep her safe, find the killer, and keep his heart in tact? How can they find out what these people

are searching for?Two broken hearts trying to survive attacks and find the hidden secrets that

surround them. They must trust and rely on each other and learn to lean on God. God has a plan for

these two and it is much better than either of them ever dreamed. God has a plan for you too. Turn

to Him and let Him bring you out of the mess you are in.

I do so love a suspense that starts with a crash of ominous thunder. It puts me in the shiveries and I

know I can settle in for some hair-raising scenes -- like the opening one in Plain Truth. Nail-biting!

And the stellar suspense kept me on my toes right to the very end. And there's as much tension in

the romance as there is in the suspense. The kind that kept me glued to the page and my poor

garden languishing for an entire afternoon. The way the author weaves it all together -- including

some fascinating Amish elements -- is pure reader bliss!
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